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Advanced Group
Performance Management
Our proposition: There is no need for Group Reporting & Group Controlling
to work in separate “worlds”.
Many mid-sized organizations, and even larger groups with subsidiaries all over the
world, tend to have two different departments dealing with group reporting on one
hand and group controlling on the other. More often than not, those departments
even use different software products for statutory consolidation and group planning.
At first glance, that arrangement seems perfectly reasonable – these two key performance management
processes seem to involve very different procedures and demands. However, there is a better approach…
There are clear disadvantages to the status quo: the experience of most companies is that, on average,
budgeting processes take 3 months1 and 45% of the business users are dissatisfied with the handling of
their planning processes (35% fairly + 10% very) – while only 7% are really happy2.
Thanks to our experience as consultants specializing in control processes and their technical improvement
for large and medium sized companies, we understand the challenges our customers face – and we can help!
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Fuchs, Dr. C., Alexander A., Neue Ansätze in der Planung, BI Manager 10/2015, Würzburg 2015
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BARC-Survey Advanced Planning 2015, n=255, aus: Fuchs, Dr. C., Wyszogrodzki, A., Effizienter planen mit Advanced Planning –
Status Quo und Nutzen fortgeschrittener Planungsansätze, BARC/ICV, Würzburg 2015
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Technical and Procedural Challenges
in Financial Departments
In our experience, one of the biggest challenges
for (group) controlling and reporting departments
is the excessive use of MS Excel3 despite its lack of
adequate collaborative functions.
This is especially true when it is used for data
collection purposes, such as for retrieving reporting
data from the subsidiaries, or for distributed
planning processes, when it is common to create
“epic” Excel files with dozens of spreadsheets
and then forward the respective workbooks via
MS Outlook.
A typical case, which occurs both in group reporting
and in group forecasting, would be to prepare a socalled “reporting package”, either aimed at collecting
actuals or forecast data. Working with an MS-Excelbased approach means creating the necessary files,
testing those locally, keeping track of changes
throughout creation/testing, documenting them,
sending them out via MS Outlook, having people
fill the files and asking all the participants to return
their data on time, cross-checking and validating,
as well as aggregation and consolidating data. With
all those steps to be taken, it is very likely you will
end up with at least eight versions of each file/
subsidiary (local drive throughout testing, outbox,
inbox receiver, local version receiver, and all the
way back to the headquarters).
Each single file would typically contain
many spreadsheets/sub-modules, such as:
• Profit & loss statement on position or account
level, being linked to other tabs, for example:
• revenue calculation on segment level e.g.
geographies or products;
• expenditure calculation for different items
like HR, OPEX, CAPEX;
• contingencies;
• loans/interest;
• taxes.

3

90% of all companies asked in the survey 2)
use Ms Excel as planning tool

• Balance Sheet, being linked to investments,
loans, etc.
• Cash Flow Statement, being integrated
with P/L and B/S.
• Notes and Disclosures.
From a technical point of view, this means that
you have to collect data on Intercompany Level
and take care of currency translation, as well as
data validation (checksums for P/L, B/S, CFS and
especially disclosures). As a result, many
consolidation departments have to use as many
IC accounts as they have subsidiaries needing to
be consolidated, causing the chart of account to
grow with the number of subsidiaries. From the
perspective of automating such processes, an
approach like this typically does not allow for a
pre-matching of IC data, which means that work
that potentially should be performed by systems
or upfront by subsidiaries will be shifted to
headquarters and slow down the process.
Due to technical limitations in MS Excel – e.g. in
regards to IC Reconciliation – it is very likely that
you will end up with a significant number of
macros/VBA code to process data. This will most
likely result in important players not understanding
the way data is processed and not being able to
have relevant information at their fingertips –
and this will eventually lead to the situation that
senior management will not trust in data
presented to them.

So, from our experience from hundreds of projects,
we suggest using professional software to support
all CPM processes, including Statutory and
Management Consolidation, Budgeting/Forecasting,
What-if Analysis, Reporting and generic BI – on
group level as well as on subsidiary level.

2. Translate strategy into operations, by topdown target-setting for upcoming budget
or forecast periods.

Picture 3: Top-down planning.

Picture 1: The full range of tools in the Unit4 prevero CPM solution.

An “ideal” process could look like this:
1. Define Strategy using Mid-Term Planning (MTP)
on a high level, e.g. consolidated group revenue,
contribution margin, cost or FTE limits etc. by
using consolidated actuals (predictive analysis).

3. Have the subsidiaries prepare their P/L, B/S
and CFS by using integrated financial planning
features at the required level of detail (some
legal or management entities might go down
to cost/profit center level and plan revenue and
expenditure in submodules, others might deliver
data on LE level only).

Picture 4: Example for detailed sales planning.

4. Make state-of-the-art CPM technology –
multidimensional (visual) analysis, value-driver
based approaches, Monte Carlo Simulation
etc. – available to local Controllers, enabling
them to learn from the past and work with
different scenarios, especially in regard to
revenue simulation.

Picture 2: MTP and scenario analyses.

Picture 5: Graphical dashboard analysis.
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5. Have them reconcile IC transactions up
front, so that they only submit matching
and validated IC data.

8. Have the system support you by reporting
on exceptions, e.g. for transfer prices issues,
IC margins in general, leader/follower rules,
manufacturing/selling logic, taxes, Netting/
Clearing etc.

Picture 6: Differences from IC reconciliation by partner and IC rule.

6. Use scenario dimension (“best case”, “most likely”
etc.) to allow for bandwidth planning/simulation.

Picture 8: Cord chart for visualization
of IC relations and their importance.

9. “Close the loop” by having the system
learn from budgeting cycles for statutory
consolidation and vice versa.
10. Have the same people and technology
involved for Management, as well as
statutory consolidation.
Following this process, you will only have to
change group structures (like companies, profit
centers, accounts/positions) once, and those
reporting elements will be available for all kinds
of consolidation procedures, reports and analysis.
Picture 7: Analysis of bandwidth.

7. Apply advanced planning and BI methods,
such as consolidated values preview, to
“tweak” results on LE, as well as group level.

• Consolidation routines can be defined by the
people that know consolidation requirements best.
• In order to deal with different granularity in
planning combined to a reporting process with
actuals, for instance, threshold amounts can be
set differently.
• Reporting/What-if analysis & Simulation functions
are defined and set up by group Controllers.
This is how ensuring compliance and driving
performance can be “married”, from a procedural
and a technical perspective, with everybody talking
about the same, single “version of truth”.

Questions regarding content –
doing the right things

Typical requirements
from senior management

In addition to those technical and process-related
issues, there are even more important business
content-related questions for planning, which need
to be addressed, in order to achieve high quality
budgeting and forecasting:

Ideally, all the technical and organizational
challenges mentioned above go unnoticed by
top management. However, you can be sure that
planning and the related IT systems support will
become a focus for them, in certain circumstances
– for example, if there is a significant shortfall when
comparing actuals or a forecast to the budget, or if a
fluctuation of people in the group controlling team
means they can no longer guarantee that reporting
will be on time and to the expected quality.

• Does it make sense to use a bottom-up approach
for a shared planning process? To what extent
should this method be allowed within a mixed
top-down-bottom-up approach?
• How much “freedom” should decentralized
planners have? Which pre-settings and targets have
to be set up centrally? How much decentralized
and individual flexibility is useful, as a way to get
nearer to the individual business case?
• For later simulation of scenarios, how much (and
which) information is required in detail? And which
people involved in the budgeting process can
provide it? Which simulations can be done ad
hoc centrally to a good quality, without asking
for additional input from the decentralized side?
• Which kinds of simulations and ad hoc
requirements are involved for central
group controlling?
In practice, there is also a “political” dimension, in
addition to all those business requirements: To what
extent (and from whom) is there actually a desire for
the transparency that would be quickly provided by
such a planning and budgeting process?
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The increasing demand for simulations (for example
value-driver-based scenario planning, including ad
hoc analyses) is another aspect that commonly draws
management’s attention to the need for more agile
business management tools.
Management wants data (which often comes
from many different sources) to be available
consistently in a group-wide-accepted report
format, comparably according to generally accepted
key performance indicators, as well as promptly after
closing a month. In practice, these are challenging
demands that are a struggle for the people in
controlling departments to meet.

What’s technically feasible today –
doing the right things in the right way
Based on numerous projects with hundreds of
customers from different industry sectors, we were
able to compile the most essential requirements and
integrate a best-practice approach for an application:
“Integrated Financial Planning and Group Reporting”
into our prevero platform.

• Planning templates that, in one format, allow:
• Reporting, including drill-down to
individual receipts.
• Planning and forecasting, including explanatory
sub-calculations.
• Simulations, including comparison of scenarios.
• Working from anywhere, also using mobile
devices, without software installation and,
if needed, even offline.

Picture 9: Landing page for Unit4 prevero CPM.
Picture 11: Reporting of actuals and budget –
working together in harmony with forecasting.

The combination of our prevero software, which has
received excellent reviews4, by both customers and
analysts, and the planning and reporting module,
which is used by hundreds of prevero customers,
fulfills all of the requirements stated above, thanks
to the following methods and tools:
Administration of shared processes for budgeting
and forecasting through the combination of a
planning calendar and centrally defined planning
templates, including functions for transmission,
locking and commenting.

Picture 12: Sub-calculation for planning.

Picture 13: Drill-down on transaction via web.
Picture 10: Planning calendar, web based
and able to integrate MS Outlook notifications.
4

“prevero is the best-rated planning tool in its peer groups in the category Product Satisfaction. Thanks to its wide range of
functions, prevero does not only offer essential functions for planning, but also for reporting. Apparently, customers are
highly satisfied with the fact that the product covers a broad spectrum of different BI issues and provides predefined business
management contents.”
From “THE Planning Survey 15 - The Largest User Survey for Planning Software in the German-speaking region”, BARC 2015

• Top-down planning, including status monitoring
and bottom-up planning against top-down targets.

• Live preview of the effects of changes to
P/L, B/S and CFS

Picture 14: Top-down planning with gap analysis and strategic initiatives.

• Integrated financial planning with all operational
sub-plans – predefined but still flexible and
adaptable to specific requirements.

Picture 17: Preview of results and reporting center.

• Controlling and Accounting users can easily work
with the software even if they don’t have any
programming skills.
• Integrated Management Consolidation with IC
matching – either based on transaction currencies
and freely definable IC-rules or including a leader/
follower concept.

Picture 15: Integrated financial planning in an overview.

• Differentiation between actual structures (for
example detailed chart of accounts from Unit4
Financials) and planned structures for maximum
of flexibility and agility.

Picture 18: Definition of IC-rules.

• Ad hoc analysis in a similar manner to pivot tables,
with additional visual analysis features.

Picture 19: IV matching matrix.

Picture 16: Visual ad hoc analysis.
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• Free definition and visualization of (sub-)group
structures for consolidation.

• Journalization of consolidation entries.

Picture 23: Posting journals.

Picture 20: Group structure.

• Besides the controlling view of reporting,
comparing actuals and forecast against the budget,
there are also typical group reports according to
IFRS standards. In addition, the module contains an
audit trail to help you and your auditors to follow
the impact of consolidation entries on your group’s
results and financial situation.

• Revaluation of equity and dialogue for preparation
of entries for capital consolidation.

Picture 24: Audit trail.

• Maximum flexibility: planning on each level,
back-calculation, value-driver-based planning,
different planning scopes, distributing values
by different keys.
Picture 21: Entries for capital consolidation.

• Ability to make manual adjustments on entity or
group level for consolidation.

Picture 25: Backward calculations, allocations and spreading by seasons.

Picture 22: Dialogue for entering manual adjustments.

• Supporting multiple languages and currencies.

Picture 26: Administration of closing rates
and weighted or monthly average rates.

• A wide range of predefined reporting templates
and standard key performance indicators.

• Start with top-down targets. A pure bottom-up
approach may seem more democratic, but it
often results in planned expenses exceeding
planned income and quite a few additional
revisions will become necessary to achieve
an acceptable budget.
• Carry out bottom-up planning against your
top-down targets – on as many levels you like.
However, avoid doing this on cost types, as it will
lead in many use cases to figures that look more
precise than they actually are, as well extending
the planning cycle unnecessarily5. Please bear in
mind that the longer the planning period becomes,
the more likely it is that planning assumptions will
be overtaken by reality.
• Use a planning calendar with MS Outlook
integration. In this way, everyone involved in the
process will know what to do and when. Webbased planning forms can be opened straight
from the calendar. Please only allow them to be
submitted, if the planned figures at least meet
with the target or suggestions are added, through
which the strategic initiatives can be achieved.

Picture 27: IFRS reporting templates.

• Use forecasts on a regular basis and, in between,
you can add value-driver-based simulations, so
you can have an efficient predictive view of your
business at any time.

What you can do yourself
Please abandon the assumption that professional
controlling in distributed structures (e.g. if more
than 10 people are involved in the budgeting
process or doing planning for a group of companies)
has to be MS Excel based.
Although experienced MS Excel users can come
up with impressively smart solutions, the required
testing effort, the dependence on individual
know-how, as well as the repeated cloning of
workbooks inherent to the system clearly speak
against this approach.
Based on our long-standing and deep experience –
especially with the planning process for large
groups of companies – we would like to share a
few recommendations with you:

5

Picture 28: Value driver based ad hoc simulations.

• Link budgets and forecasts to your
mid-term planning.
• A drill-down on the individual transactions is
quite useful for analysis purposes, and it will gain
you more commitment from the planners in the
decentralized units.

Of course, there are specific use cases, where planning based on cost types may be appropriate, for example
for personnel expenses.
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• If possible, automatically connect all source
systems to your planning and reporting system
and invest all the time needed for validation of
those data upload processes. Confidence in your
reporting gets lost very quickly if incorrect data
has been reported.

convinced that users will expect such an application
to also include all aspects of control – either on a
more operational level like sales, production and
HR-controlling but also group controlling, project
controlling and risk management.

• Therefore, please plan in enough time for the
ETL process6 when starting implementation of
controlling software.

Picture 30: prevero 360° BI & CPM.
Picture 29: Dashboards.

• Work with dashboards to promote your project
more successfully within the company.

The modular family of the Unit 4 prevero 360°
platform for BI/CPM already delivers you all the
features today that you will require in the future.

• Try to convince all major stakeholders of the
project’s benefits right from the beginning, even
if you know you will not succeed in every case. It
is simply too tempting to overwrite each formula
in MS Excel with an even more precise figure.
Changing the whole planning attitude combined
with the implementation of this kind of software
will be managed best, if supported by or (even
better) actively sought by the senior management.

Outlook
While some people still feel wary about the benefits
of using a cloud based reporting and planning
application, our international customer base is
giving us clear feedback that this will change in
the near future. Furthermore we are convinced
that the requirements for planning solutions will
increase in general and combined with statutory and
management consolidation for covering that process
in a medium or even large group of companies.
More and more companies will seek a solution
offering them the functionalities of planning,
consolidation, reporting and analysis integrated
within one technical solution. Added to this, we are

6

Extraction, transformation & loading.

Author: Alexander Hein
Alexander Hein has a long
and sound experience
within controlling, as well
as in development and
implementation of planning
and consolidation
applications. He is a Senior
Vice President for Strategy
and Operations within Unit4’s
CPM Center of Excellence.

About the prevero Group
prevero, a Unit4 company, provides Corporate Performance Management (CPM) and Business Intelligence
(BI) solutions for planning, budgeting, forecasting, data analysis, dashboarding and reporting – supporting
companies of all sizes in making smart decisions across every part of the business. Additional prevero
functionality covers financial and operational planning, project planning, HR planning, strategy planning, risk
planning and financial consolidation, and the company also supports the specific needs of industries such as
energy, manufacturing, finance, airports, telecommunications and the automotive sector. Headquartered in
Munich with additional offices in Europe, Asia and the USA, prevero employs 150 people and maintains an
international partner network. The company helps more than 4,000 international clients including ABB, Audi,
BMW, Endemol, Fresenius Medical Care, Konica-Minolta, Mercedes, Swiss Life and Swisscom.
Copyright © Unit4
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